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Good morning Edward,

Please see DHNA ARC's comments on the upcoming cases below:

921 Lamar - ARC disagrees with some of OHP's findings and recommendations:
The proposed addition lacks sufficient distinction between the addition and the historic structure. As a
porch/void the structure was different enough in transparency and rhythm of finish material to provide
a clear visual distinction between old and new forms.
ARC recommends utilizing a setback or recessed area in addition to the vertical trim piece, in
concurrence with OHP Design Guidelines for Additions Section 1 Guideline A part iv, "Transitions
between old and new"

702 Sherman - ARC disagrees with OHP recommendation for approval
ARC recommends wood windows for new construction featuring traditional architectural details. 
The proposed Pella aluminum-clad windows are almost identical to those installed on 608/610
Dawson without approval, which are currently out of compliance and compatibility with the district. 
As stated on the Department of the Interior website: The aluminum cladding changes the surface
characteristics, and in this proposed make/model, has joints in the cladding that make them look very
different from a painted wood window.

501 Hays - ARC supports OHP's findings, recommendations, & stipulations

1123 Nolan - ARC supports OHP's findings & recommendation

210 N Mesquite - ARC supports OHP's findings and recommendations for this case. In addition, DHNA and
DHNA ARC have consistently maintained a strong opposition of demolition of historic structures. As a result,
we strongly oppose this request for demolition.  Instead, we encourage the current owner to implement the
previously approved repairs, and sell this attractive and very viable house at a fair market price so that it can
be a home in our neighborhood once again.

121 Glorietta - ARC supports OHP's findings & recommendations

1203 E Crockett - ARC supports OHP's findings, recommendation, & stipulation

406 N Pine - ARC supports OHP's findings & recommendation

820 Hays - ARC supports OHP's recommendation for conceptual approval and others with two exceptions:

1. (Finding s.): There is little consistency in terms of driveway placement along this block face of Hays.
Given the context, relocating this driveway should not have a negative impact on the block.

2. (Finding e.): The porch and related volumes need not mimic a Folk Victorian structure since this
design is not attempting to copy that style. Therefore, the variation of a front covered porch with flat
roof along with interstitial entry way is a compelling interpretation of the many layers of entry that
historic houses have. The deepened threshold has unique elements that make this house a product of
its stylistic times.

Further, we see this new construction project as an opportunity to expand the architectural expression



of our neighborhood beyond more literal interpretations of historic styles.

720 Lamar - ARC supports OHP's findings, recommendations & stipulations. In addition we recommend the
following:

1. Site plan shows front setback at main enclosed house and not at porch.  Confirm front setback is
consistent with the front building line of neighboring houses including the porch.

2. The house must be legible as one on a raised foundation. Increase the elevation of the finish floor and
avoid grading up to the dimension shown in the drawings (6").

3. Provide additional details for: building corners, front porch columns and windows.
4. We also reinforce the recommendation for wood windows.

306 Lamar - ARC supports OHP's findings & recommendation to deny conceptual approval

712 Lamar - ARC supports OHP's findings, recommendation & stipulation

We appreciate your sharing these with the Commissioners before today's hearing and as always, appreciate the
opportunity to comment on the projects in our Historic District.

Thank you,
Justin Flores
DHNA / ARC, Chair


